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The founding batch of ERA Business School is all set to say final goodbye to EBS and mentors who
prepared them to excel in the corporate world confidently. Sharing their experience with the new
batch, the first batch has set a precedent with the new batch to be enthusiastic and follow their
mentors.

The first batch actively took part in various events held by the institute like Outbound training
programme, CPEE Workshop, which was supposed to be of 5 days but extended to 7days,
Education Conference 2011 and the most exciting and exhilarating Inizio Festo. Each of these
events was successful and was very beneficial for them to get practical knowledge from it. Giving
inputs and bringing sponsors for every event was a challenging task, but the founding batch along
with the help of the faculty members managed to acquire quite a few of them.

The founding batch finds themselves lucky to hold an PGDM degree from EBS, because the
institute helped them in getting into the corporate world with great confidence to face the corporate
challenges. Academically, EBS has proved to be one of the best institutes and ensured that
students have a positive belief for the institute.

Today, holding an PGDM degree has its own reputation and if it has the seal of EBS then nothing
can stop you from getting into a good job in a leading company. Students proudly explained how
EBS helped them in grooming and bringing out their best so as to be confident during interview. 
â€œWhat we were while entering into the EBS campus and what we are today is entirely different. EBS
has helped in bringing the best out of us and with EBS PGDM degree we are all set to conquer the
corporate world,â€• said a student from the founding batch.

According to students, ERA has opened a great institute named EBS in Delhiâ€™s prime location.
Explaining the reason on choosing EBS for the course, an HR student from the first batch said, â€œI just
loved the campus and the facilities that the institute offered to us in these two years. I would always
remember my teachers who are mentors for me and would like to advice my juniors to take the best
advantage of them.â€•

Some founding batch students couldnâ€™t even believe that the course has come to an end and they
are leaving the institute as seniors. â€œI have gained so much from this institute that I can guarantee
that the new batch would also feel the same after completion of their courseâ€• said first batch student.

The faculty members at EBS also appreciated the founding batch for their active participation in
academic as well as other extracurricular activities and asked the new batch to take them as an
inspiration.

As the gathering came to an end, all the students from EBS founding batch displayed their
sentiments by echoing, â€œWe will miss EBSâ€•.

To know more about the founding batch and their success stories log onto: www.ebs.ac.in
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For more information on a MBA Institutes, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a MBA Programs in Delhi!
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